O2EII® - Easy!

5 easy steps to a safe dive

Easy to use ...... Ergonomically designed
comfort grip handle with auto switch off after
10 minutes.
Easy to read ...... Once you have taken
your nitrox reading you can now freeze the
display.
Easy to carry ...... The Analox O2EII®
is fitted with a wrist lanyard.

Hold the O2EII®
in your left hand,
press the button
once to
switch on.
Auto switch off
after 10 minutes

Adjust the
calibration
knob until the
display reads
the correct
value, using
the O2
compensation
chart

Hold the
O2EII® in your
left hand and
press the
sample dome
firmly against
the cylinder
outlet

Once you have
a stable reading,
press the on
button to hold it.
To cancel press
the button once

Easy long life sensor change ...... The
sensor has a longer life and is easy for you
to change

Open the tank
until you hear
the nitrox
gently hissing
out

Easy to buy ...... Buy your EII spares or
accessories online at www.analox.net

What divers say ...
‘I recently used the Analox O2EII in the Red
Sea. I asked for a 32% mix but was actually
given a 40%. The O2EII saved my life.’

If you are an
instructor why not
use this poster for
training?
For extra copies
email
michelle@analox.net

Paul Norman – E-mail

‘Prior to purchasing a unit we compared
data from many brands and found the
EII to be best suited to our needs. We are
impressed with its compact size and ease
of use which makes it ideal for field use.
I recommend the Analox O2EII for diver or
dive operator.’

Analox, sponsors of the BSAC Advanced Instructor Award

Xavier – Course Director, Australia – E-mail
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Dive into the future

Designed by the specialists

The new Analox O2EII® is designed to be a
major step forward in diver safety. Building
on the success of the original O2DII* the
O2EII® retains all the qualities of the original
plus many new features.

Analox have for over 25 years been designing and
manufacturing analysers for military and
commercial divers. We are breathing air
specialists, let Analox look after the air you breathe.
Check your nitrox with the O2EII® every time you
dive.

Comfort grip

More of what divers say ....

Freeze display

‘I asked for a 32% mix. Prior to my dive I
checked the contents and actually had 36.4%.
By having my own O2EII, I kept out of trouble.’

Water resistant

Bill Harrington – NEC Dive

Lanyard
Auto switch off
Its so easy to use, don’t chance it check it

Don’t chance it

Specifications
Range:

0.1 - 100%

Resolution:

Typical
Accuracy:

+/- 1% of reading
+/- 0.2% of O2

Sensor
warranty:

3 years graded

Sensor life:

Upto 4 years

Display:

4 digit LCD

Power:

9 volt battery

Dimensions:

Operating Temp:

-5 to +50oC

Depth

Sensor
response:

< 15 seconds to
90% of final reading.

Width 70mm
Weight 225g

Electronics
warranty:

3 years

NSN:

0.1% O2

Length 130mm
55mm

994430222

Analox has a policy of continuous improvement and
we reserve the right to upgrade or change
specifications without prior notice.
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Shops and instructors please contact
us for your special benefits package
Take a direct reading from your nitrox tank

* One of the many Analox products approved by the US Navy.
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Analox Sensor Technology Ltd
TS9 5PT UK
Tel: +44 1642 711400
Fax: +44 1642 713900
looking after the air you breathe
www.analox.net

check it
with the O2EII®
®
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